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Abstract:  
 

Understanding nanofluidic behavior is of fundamental value to the development of many 
potential nano-technology applications, including high-performance energy absorption. We carry 
out non-equilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD) simulations to study the transport 
characteristics of liquids in a confined nano-environment. It is shown that the distributed electric 
field arising from either an electrolyte water solution (due to the dissolved ions) or a polar solid 
surface, could lead to nanofluidic properties that are significantly different to those associated 
with pure water or a neutral nanotube. In addition, the nanopore size and the transport rate are 
shown to be important factors that strongly influence the flow process. The nominal viscosity 
and the shearing stress between the nanofluid and tube wall, which characterize the ease for 
nanofluid transport under an external driving force, are found to be dependent on the liquid phase 
and solid phase properties, as well as liquid flow rate and nanotube size. By varying properties of 
liquid phase and solid phase, liquid flow rate and nanotube size, the energy absorption 
characteristics of nanofluidic devices might be adjusted.  
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1. Introduction 
 

With nanostructures, including nanotubes and nanoporous materials, being used as the 
next-generation sensors, filters, actuators, reactors, and transporters, increasing attention is 
focused on the flow and transport behaviors of gas and liquid inside such a confined 
nanoenvironment. For example, extensive studies have been carried out on water transport in 
nanotubes, owing to its potential significance to engineering the selective transportation of water, 
proton, ions and macromolecules, which are ubiquitous in biology, chemistry and pharmaceutical 
industries [1-4]. Recently, high performance nanoporous energy absorption systems (NEASs) 
has been proposed [5, 6], based on the following concept: when a water or water-based solution 
is forced to infiltrate and fill hydrophobic nanopores, the external mechanical energy is 
dissipated via the extensive solid-liquid interface energy and “frictional” force with the system. 

                                                 
* Correspondence should be sent to culligan@civil.columbia.edu (P. J. C.) and xichen@civil.columbia.edu (X. C.). 
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Due to the ultrahigh surface-to-volume ratio of the nanoporous solid, the energy absorption 
efficiency of NEAS can be orders of magnitude higher than conventional energy absorption 
materials and structures. In order to fulfill the promise of these new nanodevices, it is important 
to understand the intrinsic behavior of confined liquid flow in a model nanotube, which may in 
turn to assist the design and optimization of the performance of NEAS and other nanofluidic 
devices. 

Among various nanofluidic studies, water conduction through a carbon nanotube (CNT) 
represents one of the most fundamental studies. Majumder et al. reported that the flow rate of 
water in a 7-nm diameter CNT is four to five orders of magnitude faster than that predicted by 
the conventional fluid flow theory [7]. For water flowing through a membrane consisting of 
CNTs of 2 nm diameter, Holt et al. [8] found that the flow rate exceeded the predictions of the 
Knudsen diffusion model by more than one order of magnitude, and it exceeded the prediction of 
a continuum hydrodynamics model by more than three orders of magnitude. Due to the 
tremendous challenges encountered in experimental studies at the nanoscale, molecular dynamic 
(MD) simulation is a convenient tool for understanding the unique characteristics of nanoscale 
fluid flow [9]. Hummer et al. showed that the flow rate of water inside a hydrophobic CNT was 
indeed orders of magnitude higher than classical macroscale flow rate[10, 11], and similar 
findings were reported by Skoulidas et al on light gas transport [4]. Hanasaki and Nakatani [12] 
simulated water transport in CNTs with diameters from (6, 6) to (60, 60) and identified plug-like 
velocity profile of water flow with very high transport speed; the reported results were consistent 
with another MD investigation in ref. [13]. The unusual high-speed transport of water may be 
related to the fact that the structure of the confined water molecules is distinct from their bulk 
counterpart [14-17].   

These numerical studies, however, were mostly limited to spontaneous water transport 
through CNTs. In view of the potential applications of the nanofluidic devices, it is of 
fundamental value to understand the various factors[18] that may govern the characteristics of 
the confined nanofluid behaviors under external loads, which might, in turn, enable better control 
of nanofluidic devices. For example, in order to absorb more energy in NEAS, it is desirable to 
increase the resistance to liquid flow in a solid nanotube. Therefore, one could improve the 
energy absorption performance by varying several important material and system parameters, 
such as the nanopore size, liquid flow rate, liquid constituents, and solid phase properties. It has 
been shown experimentally, that the energy absorption characteristics of different nanoporous 
solids (e.g. silica, zeolite, carbon) are different [19-21], and that energy absorption is also highly 
dependent on the treatment of nanoporous surfaces[18, 22], as well as nanopore sizes [23, 24]. 
By adding different chemical admixtures with varying concentrations [21, 25] or introducing gas 
phases[24], the energy absorption efficiency can be adjusted over wide ranges. Moreover, the 
NEAS performance is also likely to be affected by the mechanical loading rate [26, 27], as well 
as being sensitive to applied charges (electrical field) [28, 29] and thermal fields (temperature 
variations) [21, 28]; thus, external perturbation such as applied loading rate and electrical and 
thermal fields might also be employed to tailor NEAS’s performance. In order to guide the 
development of high-performance NEAS, it is critical to understand why and how some of these 
factors affect fundamental nanofluidic behaviors. 

This paper uses nonequilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD) simulations to address the 
issue by exploring the roles of fluid and solid phase properties, as well as flow rate and nanotube 
size, on nanofluidic behaviors. Results from the simulations provide useful insight into 
enhancing the enhancing the the energy absorption performances of NEASs. 
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2. Model and Methods 
 
2.1. Variation of liquids phase 
 

For the water molecules, the extended simple point charge (SPC/E) model was adopted 
and the interatomic potential was described as [30]:  
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The first term on the right hand side of Eq. (1) is a Morse potential to describe the interatomic 
bonding. The second term is a valence angle potential specifying the angle deflections between 
two O-H bonds of the water molecule. The third term is Columbic potential, the derivative of 
which is the electrostatic interaction among the electropolar water molecules or between the 
water molecules and an electropolar tube wall. The final term is the Lennard–Jones potential that 
accounts for steric and van der Waals (vdW) interactions. The cutoff distance of vdW interaction 
and the real-space part of the Coulomb interactions were set to be 10 Å; and, to handle the long 
range Coulomb interactions, the particle-particle particle-mesh technique (PPPM) was adopted 
with a root mean square accuracy of 10-4 [31]. The force constants and geometric parameters 
used are listed in Table I.  

Electrolytes are often used to adjust NEAS performance [18]. To explore the influence of 
the distributed ionic charges on the transport behavior of the liquid phase, flows of sodium 
chloride water solution in a neutral nanotube were compared to that of pure water. The interionic 
potential used for this comparison is of the Huggins-Mayer form [32] 
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Where iq  is the charge of the ith ion. The ion-solvent potential was described with Lennard-
Jones 9-6 form. The values of the above potential parameters are listed in Table II. The 
concentration of NaCl was varied over a wide range.  

 
2.2. Variation of solid phase 
 

CNT has been widely employed as a model nanochannel in nanofluidic studies. In this 
paper, a rigid and defect-free (18, 18) single-walled CNT was employed as an example of a 
neutral nanopore. The diameter of the CNT was D=24.41 Å and the length is L=60 Å. A 
periodical boundary condition was applied in the axial direction (i.e. the flow direction, Figure 1). 
Since L was much larger than the cutoff distance of the Lennard–Jones potential in the SPC/E 
water model, the length of the computational cell had been verified to have essentially no effect 
on simulated continuous flow properties. 

As mentioned above, liquid transport could be strongly affected by the polarity of 
molecules, such as water and distributed ions. Likewise, the presence of surface charges on a 
nanopore solid might also significantly influence the solid-liquid interactions. Since nanoporous 
silica is widely employed in NEAS [18, 21, 33], a rigid and straight SiO2 nanotube was 
employed as the model of polar nanotube. The corresponding parameters involved in the 
forcefield are listed in Table II. The diameter of the SiO2 nanotube was chosen to be 2.51 nm so 
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as to best match the size of MCM41 silica (with mean pore size ~ 2.6 nm [22]) used in previous 
experiments; the size of the SiO2 tube was also close to that of the CNT, allowing us to compare 
the effect of solid phase properties.  
 
2.3. Size and rate effects 
 

Due to different levels of confinement, the resistance force imposed by the solid wall to 
liquid molecules varies with the tube size and flow rate. In order to explore the size and rate 
effects of the shearing stress and nominal viscosity, we vary the CNT size from (10, 10) (D=1.36 
nm) to (60, 60) (D=8.13 nm), and vary the liquid flow rate from ~80 m/s to ~700 m/s. 
Appropriate lateral sizes of computational cells were established to encapsulate the water filled 
nanotubes. 

 
2.4. Simulation procedure 
 

The length of the simulation cell was 60Å, and its lateral dimension was dependent on the 
diameter of the tube. Numerical tests were carried out to ensure that the simulation results did 
not depend on the cell dimensions. The number of water molecules inside the nanotube, N, was 
chosen such that the initial water density inside the CNT was set to be 998 kg/m3. When NaCl 
solution was simulated, certain water molecules are replaced by Na+ or Cl- ions to reach a 
desired concentration of NaCl solution, as shown in Figure 1. 

As mentioned above, a periodical boundary condition was applied in the axial direction to 
mimic continuous liquid flow in an infinitely long channel. The simulations were performed 
using LAMMPS [34, 35] with a time step 1 fs. During simulation, the temperature was 
maintained at 298.5 K by using a Nose/Hoover thermostat with a time constant of 0.1 ps.†  

After initialization, a NVT simulation was first performed for 100 ps to minimize the 
system energy. When fully relaxed, an external “gravity” force with magnitude im g%  (where mi is 
the mass of the ith particle) was applied on each molecule in the axial direction of the tube to 
drive the flow (Figure 1). When the average transport rate of the liquid molecules (i.e. the flow 
rate, see below) reached a desired value, the applied force was removed and the liquid 
decelerated freely. By computing the initial deceleration a , the shearing stress at the liquid-solid 
interface can be obtained as DLami πτ ∑ ⋅= , where ∑ im is the summation of the liquid mass 
in the nanotube, including water and electrolyte ions. τ is a function of the flow rate and tube 
size, as well as the liquid and solid phases.  

To obtain the averaged flow properties, the inner space of nanotube was evenly divided 
into a set of concentric annular volumes. In each annular region, the flowing properties of all 
liquid molecules were averaged to obtain the radial distribution of flowing parameters. Taking 
the radial distributions of density and axial velocity for example: 
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† To avoid artificial heating caused by the imposed axial displacements of the liquid molecules 
during simulation, the mean axial velocity of the liquid mass center was subtracted from the axial 
component of the velocity of each liquid molecule during the calculation of temperature.  
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the radial thickness of each annular space, ΔVN is the volume of the Nth annular space, and JN and 
JM are the beginning and ending time step used for averaging [36]. When the axial velocities of 
all molecules are averaged, the flow rate is obtained.  

Although the flow inside the nanotube is not classical, we define a nominal viscosity η%  to 
effectively characterize the flow property resulting from solid-liquid interaction. Based on 
continuum fluid theory, the averaged flow velocity (rate) in a pipe (with radius R  and length L) 
is ( )2 8v Q A R P Lη= = Δ , where Q is the volumetric flow, LPΔ  is the pressure gradient along 
the flow direction, and η  is the viscosity. Thus, one can obtain the nominal (apparent) viscosity 
as ( )vR 4~ τη =  by using the equilibrium condition ( )LPR 2Δ=τ . Although this equation is 
based on continuum theory, it can be extended to complex flow [37, 38] to obtain the nominal 
viscosity at the nanoscale (for the purpose of self-comparison, although the most intrinsic 
nanofluidic characteristic is still the shearing stress as discussed above). Such nominal viscosity 
was also commonly used in the study of mud and drilling fluid to void complicated formulation 
of viscosity.  
 
3. Results and Discussion 
 
3.1. Effects of liquid and solid phases 
 
3.1.1. Variation of electrolyte concentration in liquid 
 

NaCl/water solution flows with molarities of 3.0 M, 2.0 M, 1.0 M and 0.5 M  (1 M = 1 
mole/L) were studied to represent the effect of variation of liquid phase properties (in particular 
the ion density of the electrolyte). The flow rate was chosen to be 216 m/s for all cases in this 
section. Figure 2 shows the profiles of radial density and axial velocity distributions in a neutral 
(18, 18) CNT. Despite the variation of NaCl concentration, the nanofluid profile always shows a 
plug-like characteristic, which agrees with the results of several previous studies [12, 13].  

From the radial density distributions on Figure 3, the first solvation layer (shell) reaches 
the maximum density at a distance that equals to the equilibrium distance Bd  (between the O 
atom in H2O and C atom in the solid wall). The magnitude of the density gradually converges to 
that of bulk water when the distance from the tube wall is more than three times of Bd . 

The position of the first solvation shell on Figure 3 is correlated with the concentration of 
NaCl: the higher the concentration, the further the first solvation shell from the nanotube wall, 
and the higher the density. In essence, the dissolved Na+ and Cl- ions intensify the electrical 
interactions with the polar water molecules. The Na+ and Cl- ions could agglomerate water 
molecules around them, so as to make the flow inside the CNT more coherent. Since there is no 
electrostatic attraction from the neutral CNT wall, the first solvation shell is attracted away from 
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the wall when the NaCl concentration is higher, and the magnitude of the density of the first 
solvation layer is also increased due to the reduced volume occupied by the water molecules. 

The vdW repulsive force from the nanotube wall, dictated by the power-9 term in Eq. (1), 
is sensitive to the change of the equilibrium distance Bd  -- such a repulsive force is also directly 
related to the shearing stress (resistance) encountered by the water flow in nanoenvironment. In 
light of this fact, we compare the shearing stress encountered by the NaCl/water solution with 
various concentrations. In Figure 4, as the concentration of NaCl increases from 0.0 M to 3.0 M, 
the shearing stress is found to nonlinearly decrease from 1.8 MPa to 0.6 MPa. This trend echoes 
the position of the first solvation shell in Figure 3, which confirms that the larger the Bd , the 
weaker the repulsive force and the smaller the shearing stress. Consequently, according 
to ( )4R vη τ=% , the apparent viscosity shows a similar decreasing trend with the NaCl 

concentration, with a magnitude that is much smaller than 2.0 310−× centipoises, which are almost 
three orders of magnitude lower than that of bulk water (about 1.0 cp). 

 
3.1.2. Variation of solid phase 
 

The transport behavior of pure water in a neutral CNT was compared with that in a polar 
SiO2 nanotube of almost the same radius, as presented in Figure 5 for the distribution of water 
molecules. Figures 6(a) and (b) show the axial velocity and radial density of the flow of polar 
water molecules in these two tubes, respectively, at a flow rate of 116 m/s. The axial velocity and 
radial density profiles in the SiO2 nanotube share common features with those in the neutral CNT, 
such as the plug-like velocity profile (Figure 6a) and the undulating distribution of radial density. 
The difference appears at the position of the first solvation shell: in the SiO2 nanotube, the first 
solvation shell is closer to the tube wall, which suggests that the SiO2 nanotube surface is more 
hydrophilic to water.  

Again, the short-range repulsive force, the power-9 term in Eq. (1), decays fast with the 
increase of the intermolecular distance, as well as the electrostatic interaction. The shorter Bd  
results in a significant increase of the repulsive force and resistance to the water flow in the SiO2 
tube. Such a statement can be verified from the shearing stress trend in Figure 7, where the 
shearing stress of the SiO2 nanotube under different water transport rates is almost two orders of 
magnitude higher than that in the neutral CNT with comparable flow rates (e.g. Figure 4).   

In addition, the rate dependency of shearing stress is also revealed. As shown in Figure 6, 
the shearing stress in SiO2 nanotube drops by over 70% (from ~780 MPa to ~ 230 MPa) with the 
transport rate increasing from 180 m/s to 820 m/s. And such trend could be approximately fitted 
by a power-law curve, mv∝τ , where the value of m is found to be 0.61 in this case. The 
nominal (apparent) viscosity thus calculated also decreases nonlinearly from 0.45 cp to 0.26 cp, 
which is not far away from the bulk water viscosity. Further discussion of the rate effect will be 
given in Section 3.2.  
 
3.1.3. Implications and discussion 
 

The presence of external charges, e.g. the higher concentrations of Na+ and Cl- ions in 
NaCl/water solution, as well as the -2O and +4Si  sites on the polar SiO2 nanotube wall, 
significantly increase the intermolecular potential through electrostatic interactions. As a result 
of minimizing the system energy, the polar water molecules in an electrolyte solution move to 
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their new favorable equilibrium positions. In the neutral CNT the new equilibrium position is 
further away from the tube wall, and for the SiO2 tube, the water molecules prefer to stay closer 
to the wall. The different levels of solid-liquid interaction result in different transport behaviors.  

From the application point of view, the higher the resistance during liquid transport the 
greater the potential the NEAS.‡ With higher concentration of ions, the shearing stress is reduced 
and such a system is inferior in dissipating energy, but could be better conductors. Although 
common sense suggests that the viscosity of a higher concentration electrolyte solution should be 
elevated, the nanoscale phenomena reported here, which showed the opposite trend, were 
observed in infiltration tests of Qiao et al [21, 39] – in that the slope of sorption isotherm curve 
after infiltration started became flatter with increased electrolyte concentration, which indicated 
smaller resistance to flow in a nanopore. On the other hand, the polar solid tube turns out to be 
more hydrophilic to water due to electrostatic attraction, which greatly increases the liquid-solid 
interaction (in comparison with a neutral tube). Therefore, to make high efficiency energy 
absorption systems using the “friction” between liquid molecules and solid nanopore, it is 
desirable to employ a charged/polarized nanopore surface and pure water without the addition of 
ions§.  

The studies above also show that in a nanotube, the boundary layer (first solvation shell) 
is very important and the flow properties are mostly dominated by the shearing stress at the tube 
wall. The shearing stress and nominal (apparent) viscosity depend on liquid and solid phases, but 
they also vary with flow rate (as briefly shown in this section) and tube size, explored below via 
water transport through neutral CNTs. 
 
3.2. Size and rate effects 

                                                 
‡ We caution that the overall energy absorption density depends on both the initial infiltration 

threshold and the slope of infiltration (transportation) curve which is proportional to the shearing 

stress. The initial threshold has been studied elsewhere, and this paper focuses on the subsequent 

energy absorption after infiltration. 

§  The overall energy absorption is the superposition of the initial infiltration threshold and 

subsequent resistance encountered during nanofluidic transport. One should note that the initial 

barrier is higher in more hydrophobic systems (e.g. pure water and CNT); on the other hand, the 

present paper shows that in a more hydrophobic system the subsequent transport resistance is 

lower. Therefore, the balance between the initial barrier and transport shearing stress needs to be 

considered, in order to achieve the optimum combination of liquids and solid nanopores for 

maximum energy absorption. 
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3.2.1. Size effect of viscosity 
 

We first fix the water transport rate at 200 m/s, and vary CNT sizes from (10, 10) to (60, 
60), with the tube diameter varying from 1.36 nm to 8.13 nm. Figure 8a shows the relationship 
between the shearing stress τ  and the nominal (apparent) viscosity η%  with the diameter of the 
CNT. The magnitudes of the shearing stress are less than 3 MPa (for the current flow rate and 
size range); whereas, if the water transport in CNT obeys the classic Poiseuille flow, in a (60, 60) 
CNT the shearing stress should be as high as 196 MPa under the transport rate of 200 m/s. The 
small shearing stress computed from MD simulations suggests that the neutral, non-defect 
carbon nanotube is “ultra-smooth” for water flow. The size effect reveals the climbing trend of 
the shearing stress with increasing nanotube diameter (Figure 8a). In particular, τ  sharply 
increases when the tube size varies from 2.0 nm to 4.0 nm, and the variation becomes less 
significant in larger tubes. The corresponding nominal viscosity η%  is at least two orders smaller 
than the bulk water, varying from 3.8 610−×  cp in a (10, 10) tube to 1.52 210−×  cp in a (60, 60) 
tube.  

The nonlinear size effect of the shearing stress is qualitatively related with the 
characteristics of the first solvation shell: the density magnitude of the first salvation shell scales 
with ( )1 2 Bd D−  [40]; and the shearing stress follows a similar nonlinear trend with the 

confinement, which further impacts the nominal viscosity through ( )8D vη τ=% . One could 
expect a similar size effect for the SiO2 nanotube since both the van der Waals potential and the 
Columbic potential are conservative and they can be superimposed on each other. Thus, the 
general trend of the variation of the density of the first solvation shell should be similar. 
 
3.2.2. Rate effect of viscosity 
 

The transport rate also plays a substantial role in nanofluidics. In Figure 8b, the shearing 
stress τ  is shown to increase nonlinearly with v  in an example (18, 18) CNT, with the slope of 
increase declining at higher v . In essence, a higher transport rate gives some liquid molecules 
more momentum and also less time to optimize their positions (so as to relieve the shearing 
resistance); hence, at higher flow rates the first solvation shell is closer to the tube wall [27]. This 
results in stronger repulsive forces and as the water molecules continuously overcome energy 
barriers, the shearing stress τ  varies with transport rate v  as mv∝τ . In Figure 8b, m is found to 
be 0.4367 for the current system under investigation. 

The variation in shearing stress directly causes the dependence of the effective liquid 
viscosity on the flow transport rate. For the model (18, 18) CNT, as v  ranges from 80 m/s to 700 
m/s, the apparent shear viscosity reduces continuously with higher transport rate. Overall, the 
magnitude of η%  is three orders lower than the bulk water viscosity, which is phenomenally 
consistent with the high transport rate at nanoscale observed in other MD simulations [7, 10]. 
And the descending trend suggests a shear thinning property of the nanotube water flow.  

Figure 9 superimposes the v-τ  curves for both polar SiO2 nanotube and neutral CNT 
with close geometric size. Both curves show apparent power law relationship with the rising 
transport rate, except that the magnitude of τ  in the SiO2 tube is comparably much higher. The 
variation of τ  vs. v  is also faster in the SiO2 nanopore, which can be explained by the stronger 
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electrical interaction between SiO2 and water molecules (compared to that of CNT). The 
electrostatic force decays slowly and has no equilibrium position (as the van der Waals force 
does), and it attracts the first solvation shell closer to the wall surface, which intensifies the 
repulsive force. 
 
3.2.3. Implication for energy absorption 
 

Based on the presented MD simulation analyses, for energy absorption purposes, 
nanoporous materials with larger nanopore size seems to be more efficient to dissipate external 
mechanical energy via the “friction” encountered during the transport. Although a larger 
nanopore size implies less specific surface area, the energy absorption efficiency is not likely to 
be hampered too much due to the fact that, for a given porosity, the specific inner surface of 
nanoporous materials, which is proportional to D-1, varies in the same pace as D; however, the 
simple several-fold increases in D can lead to orders of elevation in the magnitude of the 
effective viscosityη~ . Thus, high performance of NEASs is expected, which is consistent with 
the experimental observation, where when silica gel of larger nanopore size was used, the energy 
absorption density was higher [21, 24, 41]. On the other hand, the transport rate does affect the 
flowing properties inside nanotubes, but its significance is less pronounced than the size effect, 
although higher rate could dissipate more energy which agrees with experiment observations 
[42]. 
 
4. Conclusion 
 

In summary, non-equilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD) simulations have been 
carried out in the current paper to explore fundamental nanofluidic transport behaviors as the 
solid phase, liquid phase, pore size and flow rate are varied. Models of smooth and straight 
carbon nanotube and SiO2 nanotube are employed (although it is known that surface roughness 
may enhance wettability, such phenomenon will be explored in future). The numerical analyses 
reveal that the shearing stress, which is a dominant factor governing nanofluidics, is a strong 
function of these system properties. The shearing stress is governed by the characteristics of the 
first solvation shell formed at the “boundary layer” of the liquid. A nominal shear viscosity is 
introduced to phenomenologically describe the flow behavior. In order to dissipate more energy 
during fluid transport at the nanoscale, it is desirable to a employ polarized tube with pure water 
(without the addition of ions), a larger tube and a higher flow rate. The study may shed some 
light on designing and optimizing the performance of NEAS, which will be quantitatively 
compared with experiments in future studies. 
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Table I. Parameters for SPC/E water model and SiO2 nanotube. 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 

OOε  0.2848 Kcal/mole *OO
ε  0.2139 Kcal/mole 

0
OOσ  3.6001 Angstrom 0

OO*σ  3.6020 Angstrom 

OCε  0.1157 Kcal/mole OSiε  0.1894 Kcal/mole 
0
OCσ  3.8351 Angstrom 0

OSiσ  4.1332 Angstrom 

Oq  -0.82 e *O
q  -0.445 e 

Hq  0.41 e Siq  0.890 e 
bk2  450.0 Kcal/mole θ

2k  55.0 Kcal/mole 

0b  0.9572 Angstrom 0θ  109.47o 
* stands for the oxygen atoms in SiO2 nanotube 
 
Table II. Parameters for solute-solvent potential 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 

+ONa
ε  0.4324 Kcal/mole +NaO*ε  0.3367 Kcal/mole 

0
ONa+

σ  3.8057 Angstrom 0
NaO* +σ  3.8011 Angstrom 

-OCl
ε  0.2806 Kcal/mole -*ClO

ε  0.2185 Kcal/mole 
0
OCl-σ  3.7770 Angstrom 0

ClO -*σ  3.7722 Angstrom 

+Na
q  +1.0 e +SiNa

ε  0.3529 Kcal/mole 

-Cl
q  -1.0 e 0

SiNa+σ  4.2409 Angstrom 

++NaNa
B  9769.55 Kcal/mole -SiCl

ε  0.2239 Kcal/mole 

++NaNa
ρ  0.31700 Angstrom 0

SiCl-σ  4.2243 Angstrom 

++NaNa
C  24.172 Kcal/mole-Å6

−+ClNa
B  28920.2 Kcal/mole 

--ClCl
B  80285.8 Kcal/mole -ClNa+

ρ  0.31700 Angstrom 

--ClCl
ρ  0.31700 Angstrom -ClNa+

C  161.15 Kcal/mole-Å6 

--ClCl
C  1683.4 Kcal/mole-Å6   
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Figure 1 A snapshot of the configuration of water molecules and Na+, Cl- ions confined in 
a model neutral (18, 18) carbon nanotube (CNT). Periodic boundary condition is applied 
in the z-direction. The red-white ribbons stand for water molecules; the blue balls stand 
for sodium ions; the ochre balls stand for chloride ions and the gray bonds stand for CNT 
structure. 
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Figure 2 Axial velocity profiles of NaCl/water flows with different molarities of NaCl in 
a neutral (18, 18) CNT. 1 M = 1 mol/L. The radial distance is measured from the center 
axis of the tube. 
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Figure 3 Comparisons of the radial density distributions and the position of the first 
solvation shell inside a (18, 18) CNT for NaCl/water flows with different molarities (1 M 
= 1 mol/L). The radial distance is measured from the center axis of the tube. 
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Figure 4 Variations of the shearing stress and apparent (nominal) viscosity as functions of 
molarity of NaCl/water flow in a neutral (18, 18) CNT at the transport rate of 216 m/s. 
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Figure 5 A snapshot of water molecules configurations in a (18, 18) carbon nanotube 
(CNT, Left) and a SiO2 nanotube (Right). 
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Figure 6 (a) Axial velocity and (b) radial density profiles of water as functions of the 
radius coordinate, in (18, 18) CNT and SiO2 nanotube with identical diameter, 
respectively. The thick dash lines in (a) depicts the outline of the average axial velocity 
profile.  
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Figure 7 Variations of the shearing stress and apparent viscosity of water flow in a 24.4 Å 
SiO2 nanotube, as the transport rate varies. 
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Figure 8 a) Dependency of the shearing stress and apparent viscosity of water on the 
CNT diameter, with a fixed transport rate of 200 m/s; b) Variations of shearing stress and 
apparent viscosity as a function of the transport rate in a rigid, neutral (18, 18) CNT. 
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Figure 9 Comparison of shearing stress occurring in water flow in a (18, 18) CNT and a 
SiO2 nanotube with identical dimensions. 
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